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Vision Statement

• DeltaChain'svision is to create globally accessible alternatives to 
traditional banking, allowing you to safely store your money, access it 
instantly and transact with it anywhere, in any currency including 
crypto using DeltaChaintokens, Create digital wallets as companion of 
traditional card solutions, To face future crises that may occur in some 
deltachaincountries allows you to exchange digital currencies with other 
countries currencies so as to stabilize your economy more easily

.



ABSTRACK

DeltaChain inherits and develops the Ethereum technology platform, with 
open source P2P accelerates all transactions quickly, minimises risk, 
enhances high security, and does not involve any third parties. DeltaChain
has a clearly transparent development roadmap. All DeltaChain versions 
will be fully up to date where customers can secure on wallets or trade 
seamlessly on the world exchange. Our trading use Blockchain technology 
to ensure all investors enjoying safe and secure processing on our stable 
shared platform. Our decentralised platform removes third party 
involvement thus allowing absolute transparent deals between investors. 
We utilise popular Ethereum blockchain allowing other developers to join 
in seamlessly without worries.



PROBLEM STATMENT

To date, cryptocurrency has yet to gain mainstream adoption. The last 
barriers to mass market adoption will be removed when cryptocurrencies
become embedded into everyday commerce. An estimated $22 trillion of 
consumer spending takes place annually between shoppers and 
merchants. Local/national currencies are used to pay for everything from 
your cup of coffee every morning to your weekly grocery run. What if you 
could pay for your cup of coffee with Bitcoin or Ether? Without requiring 
the merchant to change their point of sale equipment, DeltaChain is 
enabling ubiquitous merchant acceptance of cryptocurrencies. This will 
greatly accelerate the adoption of cryptocurrency and tapping into the 
existing ecosystem of global commerce.



Available Options

In the future with the DeltaChain technological developments we want a 
new breakthrough in exchange and economic stability, and this requires a 
number of topics within the internet with an internet currency that allows 
you to transact anywhere that allows users to use the transaction facility 
more easily, maximizing potential in some places where minimal investors 
can build their own products and have a wider market



EXCECUTIVE SUMMARY
• There are about 250 million immigrants in the world sending over $600bn to support their friends and 

families back home everyyear. The remittance market is a significant source of fundingfor many 
individuals and families across the world. Recipients ofremittances, particularly in emerging markets, 
rely on this income for basic needs like food, clothing, medicine, utility billpayments, among other 
needs.

Immigrants face two significant challenges when executing cross-border and local money transfers:

• 1.1Firstly, the cost of remittances is punitively high. Transferring money via banks and traditional 
international money transfersoperators could cost from 7-12% of the value transferred. Over the past 
decade, new digital token companies havesucceeded in reducing this cost, but the cheapest service 
could cost up to 4%. Their access-points or withdrawal channels canalso be difficult to interact with, 
especially by the unbanked population.

• 1.2 Secondly, over 40% of remittances are intended for specific uses like food, clothing, medicine, school 
fees or utility bill payments.Senders want to ensure that their money is being utilized for its intended 
purpose, but this is not possible to control or monitorwith cash transfers, as cash creates opportunities 
for waste and diversion of funds. weremoves the cash layer byeliminating cash agents leveraging 
cryptocurrency.

• The platform connects senders directly to the merchants that serve their recipients’ basic needs back 
home. A new token, DeltaChain,will enable senders to purchase digital token(DeltaChain) that can be 
delivered to billions of their recipients across the worldinstantly. These tokencan be spent directly for 
goods and services from DeltaChainecosystem of partnermerchants within their community. The service 
will significantly reduce the cost of transfers, while ensuring that the recipientreceives the appropriate 
value as intended by the sender.



CREATE A NEW PAYMENT METHOD

• Digital Money faced to major issues in validating online payment 

• Firstly, it is a risk of roud recount in payment 

• Secondly, the process of fixing the reserve capital lasts.

• Delta chain will help businesses to solve their problem by providing 
fraud detection solution as well as providing trancaction detail when a 
payment sent.



LOYALTY MANAGEMENT MARKET

Loyalty systems in retail are designed to reward customers for their past 
purchases or other usefulactions and to provide them with incentives for 
making future purchases. A rewards program enablesactivation, retention, 
up-selling and referrals, along with providing strong value offer to the 
customer. Atypical loyalty management system is comprised of operational 
parameters, such as transaction types,program design and funding 
options. It further includes value parameters such as redemption 
options,redemption thresholds, and earnings rates.



CROWDSALE

• Our goal is to widely publicize DeltaChain to the public which aims at 
providing an opportunity to people admiring e-money market of the 
competitive price.

• A few countries and multinational companies are gradually (slowly) 
adopting electronic money and electronic payment instrument with the 
use of DeltaChain we can create a great oppotunity and more 
development for the present and future world.



DELTACHAIN ROADMAP
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TOKEN DETAIL

• NAME OF TOKEN : DELTACHAIN

• SYMBOL : DELTA

• DECIMAL : 8

• MAX SUPPLY : 9,500,000,000 DELTA

• SMART CONTRACT : 0xde1e0ae6101b46520cf66fdc0b1059c5cc3d106c



SECURITY CONFIRMATION

Because of the large number of fake and hacking accounts that often 
occur on the internet we work with several intelligence agencies in some 
countries to resolve the issue so that users will be very safe to conduct 
transactions or sales. We also implement systems that can secure process 
transactions. for all transactions that occur can be recorded on admin 
deltachainand minimize system errors



DELTACHAIN TEAM

Continuous entrepreneurs, dropping out of college and found startup, 
hasengagedin Internet marketing, shareware, mobile games and 
cryptocurrency, responsible forthe development and operation of 
several tokens and DAPP. The project leader in the concept of 
DeltaChaindesign, development direction, leading 
DeltaChaintobecome a common DAPP development platform in 5-10 
years.

Tony Oscar
CEO/FOUNDER



James is a cryptocurrency expert and blockchain enthusiast, and has 
been an advocate of bitcoin since its very early days. He has over 10 
years of experience in architecting, designing and implementing IT 
systems and languages (CC++, Java, Android) and last 5 years has 
developing mobile applications

James Fernando

Blockchain App Developer, 
Smart Contract



Peter has an extensive background in management, particularly with 
digital marketing products DeltaChain. He has the leadership skills 
and experience to bring the DeltaChain platform to life.

Peter Law

Senior Development & 
Program marketing



Blockchain and smart contract engineer with other focuses in machine 
learning, full stack web development, mobile app development and 
data analysis.

John Smith

Community Manager & 
Marketing



Thank you for your interest in 
DeltaChain

Please see updated detail on our website
http://www.Deltachain.tech


